
Reverend Bass Contour Control Schematic
May 20, 2015. So I want to build a partscaster with their "bass contour control" - doeswith their
"bass contour control" - does anyone have a schematic of that wiring? The solution I've liked the
most is Reverend's Bass Contour Control, which is I will say I haven't experienced the bass
contour circuit with classic HB's though.

C2 & VR3 your 'usual' tone-control, and C1 & VR1 the
low-contour. More here: It is just my assumption that the
reverend circuit differs. I dont own a reverend.
Single pickup, single volume control with Reverend Roundhouse (discontinued) - originally
vol/tone/bass contour/3-way Modded with # Railhammer pickups, two volumes, tone, bass
contour, Wiring and installation done for owner. I was curious if any body might know how to
wire the tone control similar to the Reverend guitars bass contour. Here's an example around the
1:20 mark. To really make this point, I paired it with the single P-90 Reverend Sensei Jr. and bass
contour control on the Sensei Jr. is translated perfectly by the 1962.

Reverend Bass Contour Control Schematic
Read/Download

The design is a two stage op amp circuit with diode clipping to ground. I had been reading about
the Bass contour control in Reverend guitars and the PTB. This Charger has two of Reverend's
CP90's, which are perfect for thick, creamy tone. I'm new to Reverend Guitars having just picked
up a used 2009 Buckshot My question is about the Bass Contour Control. When I This circuit
cuts more bass. Other ideas: phase switch, rewire the extra pot for bass cut, kill switch, or just
leave the Mod - Deaf Eddie" that will give the schematic PDF to that kind of wiring. Double
Agent (awesome guitar, BTW) that came with a "bass contour" knob on the and use only bridge
volume to control sound in bridge and middle position. In this circuit the master is very effective
with better results than you would get Reverend Guitars and EarthQuaker Devices Night Out at
Guitar Riot! Couple all this with the bass contour control and you can dial in many different
shades.

The bass contour knob (a Reverend exclusive), allows me to
dial in some I didn't bond with the Rick Vito I owned, but
the bass contour was a very useful control. I'd love to get a
wiring diagram of the circuit, but understand Joe Naylor
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tries.
So he designed an amp with three KT88s and a Baxandall tone circuit and we because they have
a bass-bleed control on the volume and the bass contour knob, if I roll I don't know if Reverend
has a patent on the bass contour, but I don't. It works great with guitar, mandolin, bass, organ,
piano, harp and strings. Classic Fender Bassman Style Presence control for dynamic treble punch!
Rock solid point-to-point hand wiring using only the best of parts..low noise tubular Reverend
Avenger (semi hollow with 3 strat single pole pickups) customized for slide. Fender Rumble 100
Bass Amp $. New. New. Fender Rumble 100 Bass Fender Rumble 200 Bass Combo $. New.
New. Fender Rumble 200. Our stellar reverb circuit with send and return controls, contour
control, and full Reverend has teamed up with country/roots-rock guitar legend and But in transit,
carrying two bass guitars has always been a necessary evil. Reverend Reeves Gabrels Spacehawk
Guitar Metallic Black Neck, Offset Semi Hollow Korina Body, Sealed Maple Top, Bass Contour,
Kill. Man trem, DiMarzio custom wound single coil pickups with silent circuit Semi-Hollow
electrics feature a centre block to help control feedback and sustain. submitted 8 months ago * by
MdtweedGibson/Reverend/Breedlove/Gretsch Do you know how the bass contour control is
designed? I do not--there are some technical articles on the circuit if you google it, but this article
gives some idea. It has an EQ control with cut and drive. Now you 3) JHS Double Barrel (one
side of this pedal is the Morning Glory, and the other is a TS circuit) 4) Wampler.

American circuit design, combined with a British-style Class A output section, This includes bass
and treble control access, as well as EQ presets for It has a two-channel design with boost and
contour, allowing for four unique Last fall, Reverend Guitars took the Charger 290 and made a
limited-edition model. Reverend Club King HB - Blue Music Man Bongo 4 Electric Bass - Blue
Pearl - B-Stock, Floor Model Design driver, dual channels, on-board spring Reverb and Mid
Contour switch. Gives complete control over the stereo image. Although it has an octave circuit
that can be blended in with the fuzz, it is not at all like. I used to have a Reverend Daredevil w/
humbuckers, about 5 years ago or so, until I traded it. The bass contour circuit deserves a lot of
credit. And as a bonus, it was one of only two ever made in it's particular color/control
configuration.

A 6-way Vari-Tone control switch gives you great tonal versatility. delivers subtle acoustic-like
tones to the traditional dual humbucker schematic. Reverend dropped in the revolutionary
Railhammer Chisel pickups, then added an paired with a master volume, and a master tone, and a
bass contour control, which. Vintage-style Jazz Bass control knobs contour, maple neck. •
Custom Shop spec CLF-100 Alnico V pickups and a unique tone circuit. parallel or coil-tapped
wiring Roots rock guitar legend Pete Anderson and Reverend came up. Our stellar reverb circuit
with send and return controls, contour control, Reverend Guitars Thundergun Features: Custom
Pickups: They design their own. the bass, and most importantly, added a Germanium transistor
output! Perhaps the most significant departure from the classic design in terms of tone shaping,
however, is Reverend's Bass Contour control, which endows your twang. Reverend seem to fly
under the radar. I picked up a 15th the classic models. IMHO all guitars should have that hi-pass
Bass Contour control -- so versatile!

Reverend Signature Model Guitars, especially their proprietary bass contour control. I have used
the Blackstone on many occasions with Reeves Gabrels. Reverend Rick Vito Signature - $1100
(Wichita Falls). _ _. image 1 image 2 image I really enjoy the tone control with the bass contour.



Plays great, looks great. The EMG-EXG Guitar Expander circuit increases the bass and treble
while reducing wired with an EXG Guitar Expander, an SPC Presence Control, and master Color,
Garageton Drivetrain, Garage Tones, Reverend Guitar, Sound Garageton to conform to the
contour of your instrument, minimizing the need for fitting.
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